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Integrated course „Energy Economics“

- Microeconomics: basic concepts -



• Particularities of energy sector

• Market structures

• Supply and demand

• Welfare effect of markets

• Tax effect – deadweight loss

• Price elasticity of demand

• Cost of production - terminology
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Task 3) Offer of a price taker: competitive market

A price taker has the following cost function:

𝑪 𝑸 =
𝟏

𝟑
𝑸𝟑 − 𝟐𝑸𝟐 + 𝟓𝑸 + 𝟏𝟓

a) What are the total costs, the variable costs and the fixed costs?

b) How much will the company offer if the market price is 10?

c) What is the price for break-even?

d) What is the price for production threshold (shut-down)?
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Task 4) Monopoly

Inverse market demand for a homogeneous good is given by 𝑝 𝑄𝐷 = 1 − 𝑄𝐷

(𝑄𝐷: aggregate quantity). Suppose first a monopolist serves the market. The monopolist's costs are 

given by 𝐶 𝑄 =
𝑄2

2
.

a) Determine the maximal monopoly outcome (monopoly price, quantity, profit).

b) Determine the welfare as the sum of consumer surplus and producer surplus.

Now suppose the market is served by J competitive firms with identical cost structure. Their aggregate 

cost (given that all firms produce the same quantity q) is the same as for the above monopolist.

c) What is the cost function for firm j?

d) Determine the competitive equilibrium (price, quantity) and the outcome for firm j (quantity and 

profit).

e) Determine the welfare.

f) Compare the welfare in b) with the welfare in e).

g) Give a Paretian interpretation of your result in f). (Hint: Look up the term pareto optimal)
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